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This book provides an accessible overview of the global political consequences of the 9/11 terror 
attacks on the US. The book does not aim to deal with the question of the causes of the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks, nevertheless the investigation of Al Qaeda motives and of the roots of Anti-Americanism in 
the Arab World can be considered as sociological explanations of the event. The analysis is supported 
by undeniable pedagogical skills. Scholars and neophytes will both appreciate the didactic analysis of 
the causes and consequences of the Global War on Terror, which invites the reader to investigate in a 
more comprehensive way, every aspect of this kind of ‘drôle de guerre’ or ‘phoney war’.   
 
The questions that the 9/11 terror attacks raised are examined using a critical Security Studies 
approach: 1. Is there a global definition of Terrorism or is it a morphed concept that takes the shape 
desired “by the different actors relying in it” (p. 11), 2. To what extent can we talk about a 9/11 impact 
on “Security and World order?” (p. 11) and 3. “Can Terrorism ever be defeated?” (p. 3). Through this 
review I will deal with the three questions, the third question will be answered through an investigation 
of the expansion of the democracy and the efficiency of counterterrorism as possible solutions to 
Terrorism.  
 
Booth and Dunne take the time to go back to basics and underline in Chapter 2 that ‘Terrorism’, 
although the topic of decades of academic research cannot be “satisfactorily defined” (p. 17). 
Moreover, when submitting the ‘label’ to an historical examination, we understand as the authors point 
out, that some people identified as ‘terrorists’’ within a specific historical and political context, for 
instance Nelson Mandela, are now considered as respectable political leaders. As the authors 
underline, the Western powers have become mired in a terrorism narrative, stressing the fact that the 
label ‘terrorist’ today is politically charged and is “virtually unusable as a dispassionate analytical 
concept” (pp. 23-24).  An in-depth examination of Al-Qaeda's historical trajectory shows that, similarly 
to Hamas, Al Qaeda has been influenced by Sayyid Qutb, founder of the Muslim Brotherhood, who 
rejected Western modernity in favour of a ‘true Islam’. However, the authors note, that what 
characterizes Al Qaeda’ uniqueness is their ability to act through globalised “jihadist terrorist strategy 
and tactics” (p. 48). 
 
After the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Dunne and Booth argue that two sustained developments seem to 
have shaped the Security Studies. First, conflicts that took place in addition to Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Yemen and Pakistan, between the 9/11 terrorist attacks until now, have been neglected in favour of an 
over emphasis on the ‘War on terror’. Secondly, new questions were generated by the paranoia 
following the first appearance of spectacular terrorism, for example: “Would Al Qaeda acquire a 
nuclear capability?” (p. 5). With regard to the second point, in chapter 3 entitled ‘Dangers’, the authors 
argue in favour of more rationality and explain that “the rise of surveillance  and new legal restrictions 
will be the longest lasting effects of 9/11, rather than transformational changes in international politics” 
(p. 32). 
 
Booth and Dunne focus on a short timeframe beginning at 9/11/2001 and draw attention to the fact 
that the world has witnessed three events of significant magnitude in the interim period. First, the 
growth of Al Qaeda since the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Secondly, a military invasion of Afghanistan based 
on a tribal structure where allegiance to tribal chiefs is more real than a formal allegiance to an elected 
leader or to an elected government and thirdly, a controversial war against an Iraqi opponent that took 
different names including, Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD), Al Qaeda basis, and an immoral 
dictatorship personified by Saddam Hussein.  
 
For Booth and Dunne, time-dependent decision-making has been cut by the requirement for action; 
the United States’ deterrent power had to be restored and so the US promoted the doctrine of 
‘preventive wars’ against ‘rogue states’. The ‘Evil talk’ analysed in Chapter 5 demonstrates that the US 
leadership neglected to take into consideration the Arab world’s own political process and mind set. 
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Regarding the naïve motto “Is ‘democracy’ the best answer to the bombers?” (p. 140) in Chapter 10, 
the authors deepen the debate and confront the question with an empirical-historic examination. This 
demonstrated that in the 70’s and 80’s: Terror “[…] found democracy accommodating” (p. 142) and 
that economic growth is not correlated with the existence of a democratic system.   
 
In order to address the inherently related question of the efficiency of counterterrorism tactics, the 
authors explain that “countering terrorism is not ultimately the challenge of perfecting counterterrorism 
measures’’ but implied the belief that “Islam is not the problem and democracy is not the answer” (p.  
145). The authors conclusion on this point echoes Samuel Huntington thoughts in his famous article 
published in 1993, ‘Clash of Civilisations’: the fact that nations are not built from the same ethos and a 
“dialogue between scholars writing on Islamic and liberal-democratic modes of governance” (p. 152) 
can help to build the basis of a counterterrorism policy of a different kind. 
 
It appears that that Booth’s consideration on Realism’s inability to offer a practical theory for Security 
Studies, as explained in Critical Security Studies and World Politics (2005), has influenced the 
analytical approach supporting this current book. For instance, in Chapter 6 “Wars”, rather than 
considering the states at the epicentre of the International Relations, the authors focus on the acting 
people, specifically US leadership’s mistakes from the neo-conservative period up until Obama’s 
difficulty to deal with the question  of the US withdrawal from Iraq and Afghanistan.  
 
Regarding Tony Blair’ decision-process related to the UK military engagement in Iraq, the authors 
underline Tony Blair’ refusal to take into account dissonant voices. For example, how a “searing letter 
signed by 52 former diplomats, specialists on the Arab world, critical of Blair’s policy in the Middle-
East; [...] was ignored’’ (p. 187). 
 
As an International Relations theorist who has worked extensively on Human rights and International 
Security, Tim Dunne draws our attention to the fact that the amount of collateral damage caused by 
the War on Terror exceeds the number of terrorism victims and dedicates an Appendix to recording all 
the terrorist attacks between 2001 until 2008 and the amount of casualties.   
 
From these 10 years of war, Ken Booth and Tim Dunne show a world still threatened by religious 
tensions in Europe, even after the decline of Al Qaeda. The futures of Pakistan and Yemen remain 
undecided and the never-ending problems like the Israel-Palestinian conflict, the proliferation of WMD 
and the biased dialogue between West and East remain unresolved, as does the need to assess new 
security challenges correctly. Nevertheless, it could be reproached that this book does not address the 
themes of the Anti-Americanism, Israel-US specific relations and Israel military retaliations on 
Palestinians terrorist activism with the same level of critical analysis and impartiality than other 
questions which are very rightly and deeply discussed in this book.  Israel-Arab conflict and symbolic 
ramifications need to be understood under a double prism, but unfortunately this symmetrical 
approach seems to be missing.  
 
The book reflects the academic European approach of Security Studies deeply influenced by Political 
Sociology. This is in contrast to the US analyses conducted on the 9/11 attacks which favoured a 
more pragmatic approach and considered the 9/11 attacks to have come as a result of an Intelligence 
failure. Therefore I would recommend the readers to also refer to Handel (1990), which presents 
strategic cataclysmic events such as Operation Barbarossa, Pearl Harbour, the Yom Kippur War as a 
result of Intelligence misperceptions; this work inspired several US scholars’ analysis of the 9/11 
terrorist attacks. Within the same perspective, Richards J. Heuer’s (1999) writings in Psychology of 
Intelligence Analysis, have been considered as particularly enlightening with regard to the analysis of 
the Iraq WMD Intelligence failure.  
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